Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
The Famous Toy Makers
1 Children all over the world enjoy playing with a toy that
was invented by a husband and wife team. The worldfamous toy entertains children by walking down the
stairs or a ramp in an elegant manner.
Walking Steel
2 Richard James, a navy engineer, was asked to design a
spring support for heavy equipment on a ship. The
spring support was needed to keep the equipment safe
as the ship bounced up and down at sea. Richard
accidentally knocked down the spring from a shelf. To
his surprise, the spring climbed down the books and the
tabletop and stood straight up on the floor. Richard went
home and told his wife, Betty James, that he could make
steel walk.

Richard James

Betty James
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3 Richard and Betty thought of turning the spring into a toy for children. James and Betty borrowed
$500 to produce the new toy. Betty came up with an interesting name for the toy, which meant
“graceful.” It was a reference to the toy’s smooth movement.
Graceful Science
4 To make the toy, Richard took 80 feet of steel wire and coiled it. He then applied pressure to squeeze
the coiled wire into a two-inch spring. This pressure gave the spring the special ability to walk down
the stairs.
5 When the toy started its downward trip, potential energy was converted into kinetic energy. The
graceful movement of the toy was based on gravity and motion. The toy was used in science
experiments in schools and universities. Scientists used the toy for gravity experiments in space.
Oh, the Variety!
6 After the springy toy became popular, Betty thought of other toys that could be made from coiled
spring. Soon, several types of springy toys were created. These included a dog, a train, a pair of
eyes, and a worm. Each of these toys had a body made from coiled spring.
7 Plastic varieties of the toy also became available. Plastic is a poor conductor of electricity. For this
reason, the plastic toy was considered safer than the metal one. The invention of the plastic
springy toy was also an accident. Donald Reum, Sr. was trying to create a coiled plastic hose for
watering plants. His children got hold of the hose and started playing with it as if it were the
springy toy. This led Donald to make the hose into the plastic springy toy. Betty liked the idea
and agreed to manufacture the plastic toy. Unlike the metal toy, which was only a shiny grey
color, the plastic toy was made in a variety of colors.
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Simple and Affordable

8 Richard and Betty had created a successful toy. Its sales soared in 1946. In the first two years only,

100 million toys were sold. Richard and Betty’s success with the toy was due to two reasons. First, it
was a simple toy that amused children for hours, and second, it was an inexpensive toy. It was priced
at just $1 to make it affordable for many people. The toy made its way into the Toy Hall of Fame in
2000. It is also the official state toy for the state of Pennsylvania.

1

Which paragraph of the article informs the reader about adults using the toy?
Paragraph 2
Paragraph 3
Paragraph 5
Paragraph 7

2

Why did the author organize paragraph 4 sequentially?
to compare how different springy toys were made
to explain the method of making the toy
to show how the toy used principles of science
to describe how Richard accidentally created the toy

3

Based on information in the selection, what is one similarity between the metal toy and the plastic
toy?
Both were made out of material not used in toys.
Both were created by their inventors by mistake.
Both sold quickly as soon as they appeared in stores.
Both were pricey toys that only a few people could buy.

4

Which statement about Betty is supported by the article?
She was an important person behind the success of the toy.
She alone worked hard to obtain money to manufacture the toy.
She was excited about the mistakes that created new toys.
She believed that the toy was important for science education.
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5

How does the author organize the information in paragraph 7?
The author uses sequential order to show the plastic toy was made in different colors.
The author uses compare and contrast to describe metal and plastic toys.
The author uses cause and effect to explain how a plastic hose was turned into a toy.
The author uses logical order to describe how the toy worked.

6

What is the meaning of knocked as used in paragraph 2?
destroyed
bumped against
took apart
decreased

7

Read these sentences from paragraph 7.
Plastic is a poor conductor of electricity. For this reason, the
plastic toy was considered safer than the metal one.
In these sentences, what does the author help the reader understand about the safety of the metal
toy?
The metal toy was safe because it was coiled.
The metal toy was unsafe because it was heavy.
The metal toy was not dangerous like a plastic toy.
The metal toy was unsafe due to risk of shock.

8

What is the author’s primary purpose for writing this article?
to share the history of the springy toy and the toy makers
to explain that the toy makers helped science education
to describe how the toy makers made the toy affordable
to describe the different types of toys made with spring
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Moving Plates
1 Are you sitting on a plate? No, not the kind of plate you eat from. It’s a different kind of plate,
called a tectonic plate. Earth’s surface is made up of several huge, moving tectonic plates. You
are sitting on one right now. All of Earth’s land and water sit on these plates.
Three-layer Cake
2 To understand tectonic plates, think of Earth as a
three-layer cake. The crust is the ‘icing’ or the
top layer. It is also the thinnest layer and is only
5 to 30 miles thick. All living things live on this
layer. The solid crust sits on the mantle, which is
the middle and the thickest layer of Earth. It is
about 1800 miles thick. If the entire Earth is
sliced up in 100 layers, then 84 of those layers
would make up the mantle alone. The inner-most
layer called the core is solid. It is the hottest
layer of Earth and is 325 miles thick.

Crust

Mantle
Core

Layers of Earth

The Tectonics
3 The tectonic plates are made up of the crust and the upper part of the mantle. There are seven
large and several smaller tectonic plates. The plates are all different shapes and sizes. The plates
can be a few hundred to thousands of miles across, and their thickness can range from less than
8 to more than 125 miles.
A Supercontinent
4 Three-hundred million years ago, Earth’s crust was very different. It was just one giant
supercontinent, called Pangea. Geologists, scientists who study Earth, say that Pangea started to
break up into chunks that looked like pieces of a puzzle. The chunks drifted away to form the
seven continents we have today. But what caused the supercontinent to break apart?
In Motion
5 It was the movements of the tectonic plates that broke up the supercontinent. Tectonic plates sit
on the layer of mantle, which is half-melted rock and is always moving. The plates float freely
over this viscous layer of rock. They slide under, over and against each other. This movement
changes the surface of Earth and produces different landforms. Valleys, mountain chains,
islands, and ocean trenches are formed by this motion. For example, two tectonic plates
produced the Caribbean Islands. The Himalayas with some of the highest peaks in the world
were also formed by the action of tectonic plates. The motion of tectonic plates also causes
earthquakes and tsunamis on Earth. One example is the earthquakes in California that are set
off by two tectonic plates sliding against each other.
6 Geologists follow the movements of tectonic plates with satellites in space. This latest
information will help better understand changes to Earth’s surface. Earth never ceases to amaze.
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1

Which of these statements best summarizes the section titled “Three-layer Cake”?
Earth is like a cake. The mantle is the cake. The core is the center of the cake. It is a very
hot layer. The crust is a thin layer of icing on the cake.
Earth is made up of three layers. The top crust is the thinnest layer of Earth. The thickest
layer, mantle, sits below the crust. Core is the hottest layer found at the center of Earth.
Earth looks like a cake. The mantle is the middle layer. It is also the thickest part. It
makes up 84 layers out of 100 layers of Earth. The core is the hottest layer.
Earth has 100 layers. The top layer, crust, is only 30 miles thick, but the mantle is 1800
miles thick. So, mantle is the thickest layer of Earth. But most of the living things live on
the crust.

2

Which sentence best states the main idea of the section titled “A Supercontinent”?
The continents look like large pieces of a puzzle.
Pangea broke up into smaller chunks of land.
Earth’s surface has changed over time.
The continents moved away from each other.

3

Based the article, why does an earthquake occur?
An earthquake occurs as chunks of the supercontinent drifts away.
An earthquake happens because of the melted icing on Earth’s surface.
Partly melted rock heats up and causes an earthquake.
An earthquake happens because tectonic plates ride over each other.

4

What does the author suggest in paragraph 2?
Earth was a supercontinent a long time ago.
Earth has different landforms on its surface.
Earth is not a giant ball of solid rock.
Earth did not have five oceans in the past.
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5

What is the most likely reason the author included the information in paragraph 5?
To describe the effects of tectonic plates on Earth’s surface
To discuss the idea that tectonic plates are very powerful
To explain that Himalayas have the highest mountains
To forecast future earthquakes in California

6

Which word from paragraph 5 helps the reader understand the meaning of viscous?
“movement”
“half-melted”
“mantle”
“surface”

7

The author’s primary purpose for writing this article is to —
explain how geologists use technology to study Earth
tell the reader that Earth’s core is hotter than its crust
describe that Pangea was a big mass of land
inform the reader about what happens within Earth’s crust

8

Which sentence from the article best explains why Earth’s surface changes?
“To understand tectonic plates, think of Earth as a three-layer cake.”
“The tectonic plates are made up of the crust and the upper part of the mantle.”
“Tectonic plates sit on the layer of mantle, which is half-melted rock and is always
moving.”
“Geologists follow the movements of tectonic plates with satellites in space.”
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Road Trip Woes
by
A.G.
My father wants to drive all day
My cat won’t leave my lap
The road is bumpy all the way
I can’t take one short nap

5

And baby sister just threw up
On herself and our little pup
Right then, a krraakk a th-th-thump
Mama’s upside-down coffee cup

Mama keeps howling for exit.
10

My father just says, “Wait for it.”
My sister’s whimpers won’t quit.
I’m going crazy bit by bit.

I am oh so awfully bored
And trapped in a moving zoo
15

Even my cat I once adored
Just makes me want to boo

If only I could read a book
Without getting carsick
I would go by hook or by crook
20

And climb in real quick
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1

In the line below, what does whimpers mean?
My sister’s whimpers won’t quit
cries of low, complaining sounds
sounds of someone vomiting
soft whispering, soothing sounds
nonstop sounds made by a child

2

In the line below, what does howling mean?
Mama keeps howling for exit
crying angrily as if on the verge of tears
ordering someone in a loud but polite voice
making a loud, long, and sad crying sound
speaking through tears and in an upsetting voice

3

In line 19, what is the meaning of by hook or by crook?
By hanging on to the door
By any means possible
By overlooking other troubles
By trying to seem one’s best

4

Which statement summarizes the theme of the selection?
Sometimes, family can be challenging.

Patience is rewarding.
Be unafraid to try new ways.
Life is an unexpected journey.
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5

What idea does the poet convey through the description of the family in lines 5 through 8?
The baby sister needs medical attention
The father is perfectly calm while driving
The situation in the car is full of chaos
The speaker feels nervous but safe

6

Read line 14 from the poem.
And trapped in a moving zoo.

The figurative language line reveals that the speaker is—
surprised at her family’s actions.
terrified of animals in moving vehicles.
suspicious of the road trip destination.
not fond of her family’s behavior.

7

Which describes the speaker’s point of view about being on the road trip?

She feels physically ill and tired.
She feels miserable and trapped.
She feels lonely and left out.
She feels eager to take over the wheels.

8

The poem is mostly about a speaker who—
feels miserable during a family road trip.
can hardly wait to read a book in the car.
has trouble avoiding car sickness like her sister.
experiences problems but tolerates the car ride.
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Speech Jitters
by
H. Bloggs
1

Tyler woke up earlier than usual on that Monday morning. He did not have an incomplete
assignment or an overdue project. He had always been careful to finish his homework on time
and not be late. That morning, he was up early because he had to give a speech, and that too,
on a podium. Tyler was terrified to speak in front of a crowd.

2

There would be his peers from 5th grade, other students, teachers, and parents. He felt a
knot in his stomach as he lay in his bed staring at the ceiling. The ceiling began to look like a
giant podium, lurching at him. Scared, he buried his face in his pillow and thought about
something pleasant. His mother always told him to imagine something nice whenever he felt
scared or nervous.

3

So, he closed his eyes and thought about his nicest memories. He thought about his
family’s hiking trip last weekend. He imagined playing with Koda, his cat. He thought about
how happy he felt when he was voted the student council president at Hill Elementary. Tyler’s
train of pleasant thoughts suddenly stopped. As the new student council president, he was
expected to give a speech that day.

4

Tyler heard the coffee maker in the kitchen. Mom is up, he thought, and ran to the kitchen.
“Mom, I am scared. I can’t give the speech,” he whimpered and held out his hand that gripped
a crumpled piece of paper. He tossed the paper on the countertop and plopped himself on a
kitchen stool that wobbled under his weight.

5

His mother picked up the paper and smiled as she read the speech. “You have written a
nice speech,” she finally spoke. “Let’s practice reading it in front of an audience,” she smiled.
“What audience?” Tyler asked with a horrified look.

6

Just then, Tyler’s dad walked in. “What is this talk about an audience?” He asked, yawning.
“Oh, you and I are going to be Tyler’s audience as he practices his speech,” replied Tyler’s
mom.

7

“Okay, let’s hear it,” said Tyler’s dad, settling in a chair. Tyler stood up and delivered the
speech from memory. His speech was short, funny, and interesting. His parents smiled often
as he spoke, and when he finished, they clapped loudly.

8

“See, that was not so hard.” Declared his mom, proudly. “You have great public speaking
skills.” “But, Mom, I’ve only given the speech to you and Dad.” Tyler protested, “I can’t speak
in front of a crowd.”

9

“Yes, you can,” assured his dad. “You speak with your heart, and you are funny,”
continued his dad. “The audience loves a funny speech.” Tyler felt a little confident.

10

“You are a great speaker!” His mom spoke, “You used your hands and voice to grab our
attention. The audience will love you,” she promised. Tyler breathed out long and slow.

11

That day, at the podium, the audience loved Tyler for the way he delivered his speech.
They listened to him intently and laughed at his jokes. Tyler was very happy.
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1

The narrator’s description of the conversation in paragraphs 7 through 10 shows that —
Tyler appreciates his parents for watching him give the speech.
Tyler delivers a great speech in front of a crowd at his home.
Tyler notices that his speech has many jokes and interesting facts.
Tyler feels encouraged that his parents love his speech.

2

What do Tyler’s actions in paragraph 4 suggest?
Tyler has been up all night and is too tired in the morning to go to school.
Tyler complains to his mom that his speech is too hard to read.
Tyler is worried about giving the speech and asks his mom for help.
Tyler can’t read the speech because it is written on a wrinkled piece of paper.

3

In paragraph 3, what do Tyler’s thoughts reveal about him?
Tyler questions his ability to write a good speech.
Tyler relies on happy thoughts to get through his fear.
Tyler wishes he was not the student council president.

Tyler thinks playing with his cat is a waste of time.

4

Read this sentence from paragraph 10.
Tyler breathed out long and slow.
What does the sentence suggest about Tyler?
Tyler convinces his parents to let him stay at home.
Tyler is not sure why his parents like the speech.
Tyler is no longer frightened of public speaking.
Tyler wants his parents to go with him to school.
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5

Which statement best summarizes the main theme of the story?
Tyler has a fear of public speaking, but he overcomes it.
Tyler is happy to get elected as the student council president.
Tyler has caring parents who help him overcome his fear.

Tyler’s hiking trip with his family was a happy time for him.

6

Mom’s actions in the story most contribute to the development of the main theme by showing
that she —
praises Tyler for writing a great speech that he will deliver at school
teaches Tyler how to write a great speech that he will deliver at school
shows Tyler how to use his voice and hand gestures when speaking
helps Tyler rehearse his speech that he will deliver at school

7

As used in paragraph 1, what is the meaning of the word overdue?
on time
delayed

early
difficult

8

What is the most likely reason the audience love Tyler’s speech?
Tyler’s speech is exciting and amusing, and his delivery is also very good.
Tyler is the student council president for the year.
Tyler learns his speech by heart and speaks without looking at the paper.
Tyler practices his speech in the morning in front of his parents.
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Green Belt
Characters:
JULIE, eight-year-old girl
CHET, Julie’s brother, 10
1 [The lobby of Karate Dojo Den. Julie and Chet are sitting on the chairs and waiting for their
parents]
2 JULIE: [Fidgeting with her trophy] Cheer up! You did great.
3 CHET: [Head hung low] Nah.
4 JULIE: [Poking Chet at his elbow] What’s wrong? You can tell me.
5 CHET: [Frustrated] I don’t want to talk.
6 JULIE: [Continues poking] Just tell me what’s wrong. I’ll leave you alone. I promise.
7 CHET: [Moves away] Please.
8 JULIE: [Scoots closer to Chet] Sensei said you show real promise. Did you hear him?
9 CHET: [Stands up] Julie. Please. Just five minutes.
10 JULIE: [Picks up her trophy and stands up] Look, you played fair. The dude slipped and
fell.

11 CHET: [Sighs] Easy for you to say.
12 JULIE: [Hugs Chet’s belly and looks up] You can’t keep thinking about it. [Gives Chet her
trophy to hold] You will win next time!
13 CHET: [Smiles while holding the trophy] Since when do you ever let me think? [Relaxes a
bit, looks down and ruffles Julie’s hair]
14 JULIE: [Smiles big] You had your first two years of life to think.
15 CHET: [Laughs] Which I don’t remember, Julie.
16 [Lights down on the lobby.]
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1

How do the stage directions for Chet contribute to the play?
They show that he continues to feel worse.

They show that he only focuses on the trophy.
They show that he dislikes hanging out with his sister.
They show that he slowly feels better in scene 1.

2

This play has just one scene because—
the setting does not change
only two characters speak
no new characters are introduced
the setting is indoors

3

Read the lines below.
Julie: [Poking Chet at his elbow] What’s wrong? You can tell me.
Julie: [Smiles big] You had your first two years of life to think.
These lines suggest that Julie—
doesn’t think Chet listens to her
thinks she is better at Karate than Chet
annoys Chet because she dislikes him
constantly talks to her brother
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The Change
Characters
GINNY, 11-year-old girl
OLIVER, Ginny’s best friend and neighbor
ALLY, Ginny and Oliver’s neighbor and old friend
MRS. JONES, Ally’s mother
SCENE 1

1 [A park]
2 OLIVER: You have to tell her.
3 GINNY: [Pacing back and forth] But she—she won’t understand.
4 OLIVER: Not if you don’t tell her everything.
5 GINNY: [Says each word slowly as if Oliver doesn’t understand] She thinks Ally is an
angel.

6 OLIVER: Well, maybe to her, but not to other kids.
7 GINNY: [After a pause] Okay. Maybe Mrs. Jones needs to know. [Both exit the stage.]
SCENE 2

8 [Ally’s home. The living room.]
9 GINNY: [Almost in a whisper] Mrs. Jones, can I talk to you—alone?

10 [Ally goes over to her mom to hug her. She smiles nervously to Ginny.]
11 MRS. JONES: [Puts the newspaper she was reading aside] You mean without Ally or
Oliver around?

12 GINNY: [Bit louder] Oliver can stay.
13 OLIVER: [Gets up] Ally, will you get me some lemonade?
14 ALLY: Of course. Would you also like some cookies? [takes Oliver by the hand]
15 MRS. JONES: What is it?

16 GINNY: [In one breath] Ally is not the same person when you are not around. She is
mean. Ollie and I don’t want to play with her anymore.

17 MRS. JONES: Slow down. Tell me what is wrong.
18 GINNY: [Again, in one breath] Ally used to be really sweet. After we started fifth grade,
she has changed. She hangs out with mean kids. She is mean to us.

19 MRS. JONES: But, I don’t understand.
20 GINNY: [Gets up and walks to the door] That's why I didn’t want to talk to you. Forget it.
21 MRS. JONES: Wait. Tell me. Help me understand. [After a pause] Who does she hang out
with? Why not you guys? You’ve been best friends forever.

22 GINNY: [Walks back to the couch] Not since August. [Lights down and curtains close]
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4

This play has two scenes because—
the setting is outdoors in both scenes
the setting changes in the two scenes
the characters with speaking parts are the same
new characters are not introduced in scene 2

5

The stage directions for Ginny in scene 2 contribute to the play by showing that she—
has never talked to Mrs. Jones before.
wants Oliver to talk to Mrs. Jones about Ally.
thinks that Ally will understand why she is upset.
finds it hard to talk about Ally to her mother.

6

Oliver’s lines throughout the play suggest that he—

thinks Ginny should bring up the problem to Mrs. Jones
wants to talk to Ally about her changed behavior
wants to talk to Ally’s mother, but Ginny doesn’t want him to
thinks the problem with Ally is not as bad as Ginny thinks.

7

How does paragraph 13 relate to paragraph 2?
It shows how Oliver helps Ginny take the action mentioned in paragraph 2.
It shows the summary of the events that take place in paragraph 2.
It shows how Oliver is different in scene 1 and scene 2.
It shows when Oliver realizes he was wrong about an idea in paragraph 2.
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Hero:____________________ Date:____________________
Choosing Your Next Best Friend
1 Have your parents agreed with your request to get a pet dog? Are you responsible
enough to take care of a dog? If you have answered yes to these questions, you may
want to look into adopting a dog from a shelter. Here are some important tips to help you
decide on your next best friend.
Ask an expert
2 Meet with animal shelter workers and ask them about their favorite dogs. They work with
dogs every day. They can answer any questions you may have. Shelter workers will help
you navigate the process of pet adoption.
Help dogs after disasters
3 Pets often need homes after natural disasters, like fires or floods. Likely, these dogs are
pretrained and used to human interaction. Seek out these dogs.
Adopt in family
4 While looking for a dog in a shelter, take the entire family along. This includes any pets
you have. The new dog needs to interact with the humans as well as other animals in the
family.
No rush visit
5 Don’t try to visit the shelter on weekends and afternoons. Pick a quieter time so the
animals at the center are calm and less agitated. This will make a tremendous difference
on your visit.
Go dog walking
6 If you have never had a dog before, take the dog you want to adopt on a short leash
walk. The shelter worker will help you with this. You can learn a lot about a dog in a walk.
Find a match for the energy level

7 Some dogs have higher energy levels than others. Think about how active you and your
family are. Pick a dog that is of the same or lower energy level than yours. If your family
goes hiking a lot, you would want to adopt an active dog. If your family just goes for
walks, you can adopt a less active dog. You want a happy dog that gets enough play time
with you. However, you don’t want a dog that is too weary because of activities it is too
tired to do with you.
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1

Which words from paragraph 2 help the reader know what the word navigate means?
their favorite dogs
the process of
answer any questions
will help you

2

In paragraph 7, the word weary means—
amused.
confused.

worried.
tired.

3

What does the word tremendous mean in paragraph 5?
Huge

Tricky
Calming
Exciting

4

In paragraph 7, the word match means—

a contest.
a stick that can start a fire.
an equal in a pair.
a competition with a set.
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5

The prefix pre- helps the reader know that the word pretrained in paragraph 3 means—
without training.
trained again.
above training.
trained before.

6

The suffix -ible helps the reader know that the word responsible in paragraph 1 means—
one who takes responses.
able to take responsibility.
without giving a response.
beyond responsibility.

7

What is the reason for including the section titled “Ask an expert” in this selection?
To share details about responsibilities that come with a dog
To describe some of the differences between shelter dogs
To explain how experts can help during pet adoption
To state why one should have a favorite pet dog

8

How does the author organize the information in paragraph 7?
The author uses chronological order to show the different activities different families
may do with a dog.
The author uses compare and contrast to explain why matching energy level with a
pet dog is important.
The author uses cause and effect to explain how a dog with a low energy level will
enjoy going hiking.
The author uses logical order to help the reader understand how different families
have different energy levels.
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